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Sundeep Narang is an extraordinary young man…He took the challenge of bringing our 
development to New York, New York from Minsk, Belarus and delivered on it. Only an 
individual with extraordinary ability in the field could do that. – Frank Peter Cuneo“ “

At the early age of 26, Sundeep Narang has developed the most 
cutting-edge technology in the financial services sector. Hailing from 
India, Sundeep is a Node.js-based full-stack web application developer. 
He received his Bachelor degree in his native country, but was looking 
for an increased opportunity to grow and learn. Sundeep applied and 
was accepted into New York University where he received a Master’s 
of Science in Computer Science. 

His passion for innovation and creativity has driven him to create 
enterprise-scale applications, single-handedly, for the last two years. 

Currently, Sundeep is a Senior Software Engineer at Quality EDGAR Solutions, Inc. He is 
responsible for the development, design, and deployment of web applications that help public 
companies file forms and documents with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). He also 
developed a negotiation system, called ETC Unite, to help corporations and unions negotiate 
labor contracts. This system was certified by SAP and showcased at “SAP Sapphire Now 2014.” 

An indispensable member of the Quality EDGAR Solutions team, Sundeep has time after time 
taken abstract ideas and turned them into problem solving applications in the in computer 
science realm. The internal database that he built is now the foundation of their document and 
workflow management. Sundeep has an impeccable work ethic, which he attributes to his father. 

In addition to his creation duties at Quality EDGAR Solutions, Sundeep was a mentor for 
PowerBridgeNY, a program to turn cleantech innovations from the academic research labs of our 
six partner institutions into strong, cleantech businesses in New York State. Sundeep loves his 
adoptive country, and wishes to call America his permanent home. When he is not coding, he 
loves exploring and learning about new technologies like virtual reality. 

@SUNDEEPNARANG @SUNDEEPNARANGSUNDEEP NARANG



ABOUT
Quality EDGAR Solutions is a full-service SEC regulatory 
filing agent and financial printer. Headquartered in New 
York City, Quality EDGAR offers a full range of services 
including EDGAR filing, Typesetting and Design, XBRL 
and Financial Printing. We have built a technology 
division that is continuously developing cutting edge 
tools to assist our clients with their regulatory filings. 
We maintain a team of accountants and CPAs to 
ensure the highest level of Quality Control in our XBRL 
filings. Quality EDGAR maintains a state of the art 
financial print division capable of handling both large 
and small run projects. Our mission is to provide our 
clients with white glove customer service at a fair and 
reasonable price. We value our clients and work closely 
with them to ensure all deadlines are met and absolute 
satisfaction throughout the external reporting process.
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REVOLUTIONIZING TECHNOLOGY 
IN THE SEC REALM

10
Years

In Business

150
Number

Of Clients

2X
Growth Revenue
From Last Year

30
Employees

Across 5 Departments

complete range of filing 
services in all of the 
applicable SEC formats

comprised of Certified Public 
Accountants who have many 
year’s external SEC reporting 
experience and are highly 
knowledgeable in US GAAP and IFRS. 

Typesetting 
+ Graphic Design 

Financial Printing, 
Mailing + Fulfillment 

LEADERSHIP

David Rosenfeld
Owner/Director 
of Operations

Richard Samlin
Owner/President 

Document Management
Shareholder Communications
Web Hosting
Virtual Data Room
Proxy/notice + Access Technology

Compliance Documents
Financial Reports
Litigation Documents
Shareholder Communications

Translation Services

We pride ourselves on being a solutions driven business. Our systems are flexible and 
can be tailored to meet your needs at a price within your budget. 

—David Rosenfeld, Owner/Director of Operations“ “

Recognizing the need for smarter regulatory filing 
solutions, David and Richard founded Quality EDGAR 
Solutions. Over the last 10 years, Quality EDGAR has 
grown to a staff of 30 with more than 150 clients, and 
offers a broad range of services from EDGAR filing and 
proprietary software, to financial printing and typesetting 
and graphic design work.

EDGAR

XBRL
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